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422 Futures Trading Rooms in 
the US 

 
Room in Review: TraderShark (www.tradershark.com) 

 
Article by Dean A. Handley, PhD, MBA, JD 

 
TraderShark is run by head trader Brian Rehler, open all day, 5 days a week. He trades ES and 6E indexes 
in real time and while he has developed very sophisticated strategies and trading concepts; he does not 
use any specialized charting programs, software or proprietary indicators.   
 
His trade entries, stops and targets are narrated well in advance of the trade execution, and he delineates 
the logic, set up parameters and other associated knowledge pertinent to that trade. As such he provides 
real time mentorship, as well as financial stewardship, for all students and advanced traders in his room.  
His trade style is open and friendly and technical analysis includes price ranges and patterns, fundamental 
indicators, candlesticks and right on down to VWAP; he is a traders’ trader. He weaves through market 
information to express his trade strategies and will answer any question with sincerity and honesty.  
 
 
I have executed 505 live ES trades taken by Brian Rehler over 30 weeks (late May – early Dec 2012) @ 2 
contracts/trade, with targets 
and exits defined by Mr. 
Rehler. Cumulative weekly 
gross profits with a linear 
regression line and R2 value 
are shown. In TraderShark, 
trade entries, targets and 
stops are specific and clearly 
defined, and the posted track 
record is accurate and 
complete. Mr. Rehler exhibits 
an excellent command of 
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technical indicators, a highly steadfast performance over time (R2 = 0.9838) and a strong sense of financial 
stewardship towards room attendees. I averaged $346/d. His live trade room is conducted with sincere 
mentorship and patience. Quite frankly his performance in the ES is second to none and I see Brian as a 
superlatively accomplished trader. He also has begun to endorse advanced methods to enhance trade 
performance [3], including computationally defined trailing stops [4]. He is endorsing my motto: “Trade like 
a machine, celebrate like a human©”.  
 
If we define trading for a living as a net profit of $50,000/yr ($100/wk; $200/day), then an average gross 
profit of $346/d would more than achieve our financial goals. His membership fees are among the least 
expensive I have observed in the 422 futures sites I have visited.  
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Dean Handley has BS-Biology; MS-Biochemistry, PhD-Molecular Genetics, Fellowship-Columbia 
Medical School. He worked in medical research, patented some drugs (Clarinex), got his MBA-
Boston University grad school Business Management and his JD-Concord Law School. He has 
been an active futures trader for over three years and has the distinct honor of having been a guest 
trader in 131 futures trading rooms to date. E-mail him at drdhandley@yahoo.com. 
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